[Diagnostic and therapeutic strategy in patients with multiple arterial disease].
Concomitant coronary and peripheral lesions are common, in particular in candidates for peripheral surgery. Coronary lesions dominate the prognosis in all cases. The later mid- and long-term risks of such associations is far greater than the immediate operative risk. Each type of surgery, peripheral or coronary, offers the opportunity for arterial evaluation of the other area in its own right, rather than because of the surgical context. No invasive investigations should be routine. The diagnostic approach is guided by clinical data and to a lesser degree by non-invasive investigations, the discriminant nature of which is unfortunately poor in the context of coronary evaluation. Indications for multifocal simultaneous or sequential revascularization procedures, by surgery or angioplasty, are in fact small in number. They are wide ranging and must be discussed case by case, taking into account age, general condition, the emergency context and the type and severity of lesions.